To: Her Majesty the the Queen of Denmark
Margrethe II

Your Majesty the Queen,
Nowadays we have such a situation in Russia that honest people can not easily find a support
and protection within the police and courts of our country. For this reason we are asking for your help
and participation.
We understand that your do not have direct opportunities to address the issues in our city,
however we hope that you could pass this message to the President Dmitry Medvedev.
As to the essence of the problem, many people in our city of Zheleznodorozhny, which you are
going to visit, have an opinion that city’s authorities involved in corruption and criminal activities. The
Mayor Eugene Zhirkov, city council, police, courts and prosecutors – they are all tied with corruption,
fraud and criminal actions. Their mutual covering-up and cross-patronage do not allow us to run legal
investigations.
We established a social movement “Our City Zheleznodorozhny” to fight against corruption and
crime in our city. Activists of the movement are constantly beaten, intimidated and humiliated. Most of
us have to stay anonymous for not to be beaten or even assassinated.
In spite of this threats we created a WWW site http://www.nash-zheldor.org, which is dedicated
to publish the information about criminal, fraud and corruption activities of the gang of the Mayor
Zhirkov.
Some facts listed below.
Mayor Eugene Zhirkov tried to buy an expensive BMW sports car for 6 million roubles (about $200 000)
with the city budget funding.
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2010/12/sekonomim-6-mln-rublej-iz-gorodskogo-byudzheta/
Dmitry Zhirkov, a son of the Mayor Eugene Zhirkov, with the support of his father become a member of
the city council. Lately he was promoted to the head of the local fraction of the party “United Russia”
(“Yedinaya Rossiya”), the ruling party in Russia.
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2010/10/papa-sdelaj-menya-deputatom/
Gangster Lovchev, who was in the federal wanted list, is now also a member of the city council
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2010/09/bandit-vor-teper-budesh-deputatom/
City authorities with the Mayor Eugene Zhirkov in the head, bought almost all city council properties for
prices far less then market. For example, in one case the price of a square meter of the property was
as low as 429 roubles (about $15)
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/01/alina-kak-kupit-zdanie-po-429-rublej-za-metr/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/02/stella-eshhyo-odna-istoriya-zolushki/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/03/magazinchik-deputata-popova/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2010/12/deputaty-prodolzhayut-pribirat-k-rukam-gorodskoe-imushhestvo/
In the same time city authorities are suspected in relations with assassins, who were ordered to kill 8
people

http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2010/12/zaderzhany-killery-vozmozhno-svyazannye-s-meromzheleznodorozhnogo-srochno/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/01/miliciya-prosit-pomoshhi-v-poiske-kalashnikova/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/01/chtoby-boyalis-vtoraya-zhertva-iz-spiska-vosmeryx-dokumenty/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/01/utratil-doverie-tretya-zhertva-iz-spiska-vosmeryx/
Mayor Eugene Zhirkov imposed a barbarian city building policy. Residential houses has been built on
the site where maternity hospital and park was demolished. Any suitable piece of land is being used,
including an area near the plant "Rockwool" where construction of a huge city district with housing for
60 thousand people has begun.
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/08/pogibaet-roshha-v-savvino/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/05/varvarskaya-zastrojka-mikrorajon-centr-ili-odinnadcat-detskixsadov/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/05/varvarskaya-zastrojka-goroda-skopa-uplotnyaet-centralnuyuzonu-olgino/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/04/varvarskaya-zastrojka-goroda-zheleznodorozhnyj-analiticheskayainformaciya/
There is a huge kindergarten, hospital and school shortage in the city. Roads are in a horrible state.
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/08/v-zheleznodorozhnom-likvidiruyut-vechernyuyu-shkolu-snesut-ipostroyat-ocherednuyu-vysotku/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/07/rekordnaya-obiralovka-statya-v-novoj-gazete/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/06/bebi-bunt-postavil-krest-na-karere-zhirkova/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/05/v-zheleznodorozhnom-detoubijstvo-postavleno-na-potok/
http://www.nash-zheldor.org/2011/04/detyam-zheleznodorozhnogo-pravo-na-rozhdenie-lechenieobrazovanie-miting/
Another crucial aspect city dwellers worried about is an ecological situation. Very often,
especially at nights, one could feel a chemical smell. Many people have an opinion that Rockwool
factory is the cause of the smell.
Considering your humanity and attention to the needs of ordinary people, we are humbly asking
Your Majesty the Queen do not refuse to apply your authority to pass the information about situation in
our city to the government of the Russian Federation.
Sincerely Yours,
activists of the movement "Our City Zheleznodorozhny".

